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art patronage. These case studies offer further important examples of ties forged
between convents and the outside world, and of the cultural as well as religious
significance of the ‘living saints’ of Renaissance Italy.
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Forced baptism. Histories of Jews, Christians and converts in papal Rome. By Marina
Caffiero, translated by Lydia G. Cochrane. Pp. x+. Berkeley–Los
Angeles–London: University of California Press, (). £..
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Marina Caffiero’s study, first published in Italian in  and expertly translated by
Lydia Cochrane, is a welcome addition to an expanding literature on the fraught
relations between Jews and their different host communities in early modern Italy.
In particular, it builds upon the work of historians like Kenneth Stow, David
Kertzer and Anna Foa to detail the conﬂicted relations between Jews and the
Catholic Church in Rome, here during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
It does so by constructing a dense web of dramatic and sometimes tragic individual
case histories of Jews who converted to Catholicism and the tensions involved
in the coerced baptisms which the Church employed: baptising infants against
their parents’ wishes, obliging new converts to single out close relations ripe for
conversion, and so on. This was at a time when conversion meant severing oneself
from the Jewish community, with its bonds of affection and support networks, in
particular via the Church’s House of the Catechumens and Neophytes, founded in
. Caffiero makes effective use of the records of the Roman Holy Office (now
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith), not long ago made available to
scholars. If the telling of numerous stories threatens at times to overwhelm the
author’s narrative voice, and if we get little sense of how the Roman experience of
conversion compares with the experience of living between two faiths in other
urban realities, such as that of Venice, we do get a rich sense of how the Church
in Rome sought to exercise control over the Jews of the ghetto (here countering
the myth of the Church’s tolerance towards them), and how Rome’s Jewish
community, in turn, sought to exercise a degree of control over their own lives
(countering the myth of Jewish passivity).
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This volume contains fifteen interdisciplinary essays spotlighting the political,
social, commercial and artistic exchanges between Portugal and the Holy Roman
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Empire from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries. The genesis of this
book was an international colloquium held in Hamburg in  in which
specialists and researchers from Portugal, Germany and Austria participated.
The thrust of this conference, organised by the Center for Overseas History in
Lisbon (CHAM), the Instituto Camões of the University of Hamburg and the
Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), was to focus on the exchange of
the Hanseatic city of Hamburg with Portugal during the Age of Discoveries. The
papers published here, in German or Portuguese, with resumés at the end of each
essay in the other language, are distributed among four thematic sections: political
relations, communication within the Portuguese empire, Portugal and Hamburg,
and artistic ties. An introduction by the editors to inform readers of purpose,
methodology and approach is sorely missing. A statement summarising current
research on Luso-German relations from  to  would have been
welcome. Also lacking is a discussion of the pioneering work of such outstanding
historians as Josef Wicki, Hermann Fiedler, Hans Flascher and Hermann
Kellenbenz, the latter two founding members of the research group, Portugiesische
Forschungen der Görres-Gesellschaft (http://www.aschendorff-buchverlag.de/shop/
_media/PORT_ FOR.PDF). This group, founded in  for the study of
Portuguese history and cultural exchange with Germany, published a journal,
Portugiesische Forschungen (Portuguese Studies) in twenty volumes, and seven
monographs, in which groundbreaking essays in Portuguese, German and
English appeared. This bibliography and German historiography is seldom cited
by younger generations of Portuguese historians trained after , with the
exception of Wicki’s monumental Documenta Indica (eighteen volumes), and even
this publication rarely. The topics covered here are ambitious and diverse, some
presenting new archival material. Section I (‘Political ties’) has five essays by
Pietschmann, Rühl, Cardim and Miranda, the last by Martin Warnke on the
repercussions of the  Lisbon earthquake: the assistance that Hamburg and
London extended to the marquis of Pombal in what was the first instance of
catastrophe aid witnessed in Europe. Section II (‘Communication’) has four essays:
the aftermath of the  Battle of Alcácar-Quibir in contemporary German
leaﬂets (Ramalheira); the voyages to Brazil undertaken by the travelogues Hans
Staden (Schäffauer) and Father Bettendorff to the Amazon (Michael), while travel
literature on Portugal’s overseas empires published in Hamburg, are reviewed
(Santos Lopes). Section III (‘Portugal and Hamburg’) takes a closer look at
mercantile families (Christian and New Christian) with commercial ties in
Portugal: the Milão-Dinis dynasty (Frade); Hamburg apprentices sent to Lisbon
to learn their trade (Poettering); the question of Iberia in Sephardic publications
printed in Hamburg (Studemund-Halévy). Section IV (‘Artistic relations’)
concludes with three essays: the repercussions of the Portuguese discoveries in
late sixteenth-century Germany and Holland (Curvelo); the importing of
Portuguese faïence to Germany in the seventeenth century (Pais); and the
presence of German soldiers and merchants in Cochim (India) and Lisbon after
 (Alferes Pinto).
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